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After learning that Lala's new man has touched one of his daughter's Tre is furious and allows his
anger to drive him too far. All sense of logic goes out the window as he seeks revenge on everyone
that he feels is responsible. In the mist of this tragic situation he also learns a few things about the
new lady in his life but will he be prepared for the things that are revealed.
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FIRST OFF THIS BOOK WAS SO GOOD I DID NOT SEE THAT ENDING COMING THE SIDE
CHIC SERIES IS MY FAVORITE AND I DIDNT NO THERE WAS A CRAZY IN LUV ONE WHAT
THE HELL IS WRONG WITH MIA WHOLE TIME SHE WAS THE SNAKE I DEFINITELY
RECOMMEND ALL OF THIS AUTHOR BOOKS SHE HAS NOT DISAPPOINTED ME YET I HATE
THE BOOK ENDED SO SOON CANT WAIT FOR SIDE CHIC 5 APART OF ME WANTS KISHA
AND TRE BACK TOGETHER THEN I WANT HER TO BE HAPPY ANYWHO READ THIS BOOK

OMG this book was the best out of all the series. This book has some surprise twist and turns and
did not fail on bringing the drama. Not going to lied shed a few tears through out the book. But love
it. Hope there is a 5th book became it can not just end like that.

I guess what they say don't care about nobody more than yourself. Tre was really irking me he was
so judgmental and disrespectful. The way he regarded Lala was really what got me mad. And then
the same thing he accuse Lala of happened to him. Imagine he was still mad at her until that
incident with Mina ..please. I hated what happen at the end and I really wish Lala had really learned
but again she let her foolish decision in regards to tre brought her down. It's sad thou because she
was to good and when she realized that it was to late. She should remember that she had kids and
thing of tre as such a child because he really was an ignorant person. Am sorry I don't condone
these things.

I loved the book Ms. West...hated the ending but loved the book nonetheless! I must say in this last
book Tre and Mina worked my last nerves! After dealing w/ Mina a** I saw Kisha in a whole new
light! I know this is the last of this story but hopefully these characters will reappear again!

OMG!!!!!! I can't believe that it ended like this! Praise for Latonya West!! She's wicked with the pen.
This book was so good! Mina is mentally challenged. I wanted to whoop her behind so bad! I hate
females like her. Tre needs to take parenting classes and anger management... he's unstable also.
Lala and Kisha should have stopped worrying about Tre... he didn't care about their well being. I'm
going to miss these characters!! Awesome job!!!!

Out of the series I felt this book was the worst. It just didn't do it for me. Tre was just acting a damn
fool the whole book and all he did was judge everyone else like he has any room to judge at all. I felt
like the things he said to Lala was just to much and I was so happy when she got a back bone and
told his behind off. Kisha and Lala cared a little to much about Tre in my opinion. I really wish Tyson
would have listened to his mom about not getting into Tre's mess. My personal opinion I just feel like
the author didn't put as much into this book as she did the others, it seemed rushed. I hope there
isn't a part 5 because i think she should let this series go.

Finally, I got around to reading this book. Unfortunately, I made to mistake of reading some of the
reviews before I purchased the book and I already knew how the book was going to end. Some of
these idiots don't understand the concept of how to write a "review". Anyway, I have to say this book
is definitely the best one out of this series. The ending was screwed up in a lot of ways, but overall,
this was a pretty good book. I am very pleased with the growth of Kisha and Lala. I've always loved

Kisha's character, but in the previous two books, she showed her a$$ a little too much for me. She
has grown so much since the last book. I loved the way she is focused on trying to do better for
herself and her boys. Lala, I have to give her a little credit. She is still weak, but as the book went
on, she grew quite a bit. By the end of the book, she finally grew a backbone. Tre on the other hand,
needed his a$$ beat. If the author was trying to succeed in getting to readers to hate someone, she
definitely did that with Tre. This dude can't seem to keep his hands off women, but when he fights a
dude, he gets punked every time. Mina, I can't explain her character in any other way other than she
is one of the nastiest, most trifling and ignorant characters of all time. Her and Tre and right there on
the same level. I'm totally confident in taking Kisha and Lala out of the Dumb B*tches Club and
adding Tre. In the end, Tre was the biggest, dumb b*tch of them all. I wander what color panties he
wears? Are they the ones with the little pink stars or do they have polka dots?

I seriously almost stopped reading it with the way tre was acting. I have always been #teamkisha
and didn't have any sympathy for lala in the other books but she got treated like complete shit even
to the point that Kisha had to take up for her. I'm more so pissed tho because this book seemed
rushed and the ending left no closure. I have to say this was the worst of the 4. But on the other
hand I'm glad Kisha got her happy ending.
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